The modular-based holographic method is used to obtain an area law for "Localization Entropy". Although the present method contains no cutoff in the sense of suppressing degrees of freedom in the inside/outside division of the total Hilbert space into factor spaces, there remains an undetermined physical parameter. The question of whether a generalized thermodynamic fundamental law may involve a parameterless normalized localization entropy density can be argued for is not addressed in this work.
Introductory remarks
"Localization Entropy" is an entropy which has its origin in the fact that in local quantum physics 1 (in distinction to quantum mechanics) the vacuum restricted to a causally closed algebra with a nontrivial causal complement is a thermal state [1] [2] . The best known illustration is the vacuum retricted to the algebra of quantum matter localized in a Rindler wedge which leads to the Hawking-Unruh situation i.e. a thermal state with a Hawking temperature (which depends on the horizon-generating acceleration in the Unruh Gedankenexperiment) which is accompanied by thermal radiation [3] . Whereas the Hawking-Unruh thermal aspect of such a situation is related to the general observation that spacetime restrictions of globally pure states in QFT lead inevitably to impure states (not true in QM), the understanding of an entropy creation by "quantum" localization and its relation with the classical Bekenstein-Hawking area behavior is a more challenging task [2] .
The reason for this difficulty is the following. Whereas weakly closed quantum mechanical operator algebras are isomorphic up to multiplicities to the full operator algebra B(H) on a separable Hilbert space 2 , the local spacetime indexed algebras of local quantum physics are of an entirely different kind. It has been known for a long time that in most cases they are isomorphic to the unique hyperfinite type III 1 factors [4] . For our present purpose it suffices to state that these algebras have no minimal projectors and all projectors are infinite in the sense of being Murray-von Neumann equivalent to the identity. No matter what (normal) state we put on such an algebra, it is neither pure nor does it permit to define an entropy. A state has a von Neumann entropy (which may be zero or infinite) only with respect to type I.or type II algebras (limits of matrix algebras closed in a trace norm). For a type III algebra a cyclic and separating state vector leads inevitably to a KMS state which has no Gibbs state representation in terms of "Hamiltonians" associated with the algebra.
A physical way of understanding this problem is to restrict the vacuum to a double cone algebra which may be viewed as the relativistic analog of a box in QM. For a geometrically defined localization boundary of an open system one knows that the assignement of sharply localized physical objects like partial charges leads to uncontrolled vacuum polarization effects at the boundary and one expects this to happen also for the entropy. The remedy in the case of partial charges is to integrate the conserved current with test functions which are smoothened characteristic functions of of double-cone localization region which approach zero smoothly in an arbitrarily thin but finite "collar" region around the boundary [5] . Here we are just using modern terminology for one of the oldest physical phenomena caused by vacuum polarization as first observed by Heisenberg, Weisskopf and others. Whereas the problem of partial charge associated with a causally closed region and their vacuum polarization boundary effects can be studied in the setting of concrete properly smeared Noether currents, the corresponding problem for the entropy associated with the entanglement of the vacuum state upon restriction to a localized open system is considerably more subtle. It belongs to one of those structural problems where concrete models (even without interactions) are not much of a help; as soon as one has obtained a profound understanding of how these concepts work in a special situation, one is close to the general solution. The quantum analog of the Bekenstein area law is believed to belong to this kind of general structural problems.
In this work we will prove that there is a general area law for what we call "Localization-Entropy". We believe that this general law in the setting of local quantum physics preempts the quantum Bekenstein law in the setting of quantum matter inside black holes.
The algebraic version for the taming of these fluctuations at the boundary and the return to ordinary quantum mechanical box behavior is the "split" construction by Buchholz and Wichmann [4] . It consists in the observation that physically viable QFTs with well defined thermodynamic properties have 2 In the Murray -von Neumann classifying terminology they are of type I, i.e. algebras whose projector structure is characterized by the existence of minimal projectors which physically correspond to optimal measurement. It is very important for the content of this paper to distinguish between states and their implementing vectors [4] . a reasonable phase space behavior. This in turn leads to the split property which in our context is the statement that a product state which looks like the vacuum in a smaller double cone and outside (in the sense of the spacelike complement) a bigger double cone C 1 ⊂ C 2 separated by a collar of size δ leads to the existence of a type I intermediate algebra which contains the smaller algebra and is contained in the bigger double cone algebra but has no sharp boundary within the collar. In fact the mathematics of such a situation [6] shows that among such fuzzy localized algebras there is even a distinguished canonical algebra N [4]
Hence the desired split is accomplished by the type I algebra 3 N and the state vector η is a tensor product vector (no entaglement) on N ⊗ N ′ and hence a fortiori on A(C 1 ) ⊗ B(C 2 ) ′ ⊂ N ⊗ N ′ of the form η ≃ Ω ⊗ Ω. In the same H ⊗ H representation the original non-split vacuum turns out to be highly entangled with the consequence that the vacuum is not only a thermal state (with the Hawking temperature) on A(C 1 ) ⊗ B(C 2 )
′ , but remains thermal on the type I quantum mechanical algebra N . The localization of the "relativistic box quantization", contrary to a quantum mechanical box, is fuzzy inside the collar
Unfortunately the present state of modular theory [6] does not permit a direct calculation of these objects. Luckily it turns out that for the analysis of localization entropy the isomorphic encoding of bulk degrees of freedom into degrees of freedom localized on the lightfront or the lightcone (here called algebraic lightfront/lightcone holography) solves our problem.
Even in the free-field case the use the of the split property improves the setting and interpretation of an older more formal calculation [8] ; we will have some more comments on this in the concluding remarks.
The present approach uses the causality principle and the ensuing concept of locality and localization (as well as its strengthened form known under the name of Haag duality) in an essential way since the physical justification for the use of modular theory is inexorably tied to these concepts. The collar around double cone is not like a cutoff but rather represents a kind of "vacuum-polarization atmosphere" which assures not only the finiteness but even the very definition of entropy (there is a difference between infinite entropy density and one which cannot even be defined). Its size is an undetermined parameter in the present setting and contrary to a cutoff in an integration its presence does not have any effect on the total number of degrees of freedom; to the contrary its presence allows the factorization into the inside/outside of the causally separated regions associated with a double cone (or "relativistic box"). This is very different from a quantization box in quantum mechanics where the use of a collar region would lead to a loss of degrees of freedom.
Although the collar-size remains undetermined by modular properties, it is conceivable that the search for a generalized fundamental law of thermodynamics in which localisation entropy enters together with other matter dependent terms could impose a normalisation.
In the case of interacting matter enclosed behind a causal horizon the entropy calculation cannot be done by using the split property alone; one also needs the holographic reprocessing of the degrees of freedom into a theory on the horizon since the old lightfront quantization formalism is (similar to the canonical formalism) restricted to free theories; in lower spacetime dimensions also superrenormalisable theories are covered by the old lightfront formalism in terms of canonical fields. We briefly review the more radical algebraic lightfront formalism and its radial version (the lightcone holography) in the next section.
In the third section the split property is applied to the chiral lightfront projection.
Review of lightfront holography
The lightfront holography extends the old lightfront quantization (or p→ ∞ frame method) to the realm of interacting renormalizable QFTs. Whereas the latter associates a QFT on the lightfront by a suitably defined restriction of free (or superrenormalizable) fields, the lightfront holography reprocesses the d-spacetime dimensiona local algebras (generated by smeared pointlike fields in case one starts from pointlike fields) of a wedge region 4 into a net of d-1 dimensional subalgebras of an algebra localized on the (upper) horizon (i.e. the lightfront halfplane) of the right wedge. This lightfront holography is applicable to all local field theories whereas the old lightfront approach only works for theories in which the the integral over the Lehmann-Kallen spectral function is finite (which is the same severe restrictions as the one required by the validity of the canonical formalism) which leaves only the free and superrenormalizable models.
Although this reprocessing maintains the longitudinal localization (in the plane spanned by the two generating lightlike defining vectors of the wedge) one looses the localization in the transversal direction. This lost transversal net structure can be recovered by "Lorenz-tilting" the wedge around its upper defining lightlike vector i.e. it belongs to the Wigner little group of that lightlike vector [9] . But since we do not need the complete holography (including the transversal net structure) for our computation of entropy per transversal (d-2 dim.) unit cell, we will defer from doing this.
The mathematical basis of the operator-algebraic holography is a theorem on modular inclusion [19] of two von Neumann algebras N ⊂ M with a common cyclic and separating vector Ω such that the modular group σ t,M of the pair (M, Ω) upon restriction to N compresses i.e. σ t,M (N ) ⊂ N , t < 0 (in this case it would be called a +halfsided modular inclusion [19] ).
For the case at hand M = A(W ), N = A(W e+ ) = AdU (e + )N with e + = (1, 1, 0, 0). We collect the two most important results of these assumptions
• The wedge algebra is equal to the horizon algebra [9] 
It is enough to know the operator algebra for the standard x-t wedge W because the full net of local algebras may then be obtained by covariance and intersections of algebras. The family of subalgebras A([a, ∞]) of A(R + ) which is indexed by semiinfinite intervals [a, ∞] ⊂ R + is isomorphic to the family A(W ae+ ) a>0 whereas the original double cone subalgebras A(W ae+−be− ) a, b > 0 have a fuzzy image in A(R + ) (i.e. no geometrically characterizable position in A(R + )). Vice versa the intervallocalized algebras A(I), I ⊂ R + are holographic images of fuzzy localized subalgebras in A(W ). The holographic relation can be extended to the full algebra A
• The diffeomorphism group of the chiral A(R) = A(S 1 ) (whose infinitesimal generators obey the Virasoro-algebra commutation relations), whose modular origin has been recently established [10] , has a holographic pullback to fuzzy acting automorphisms on the full. The only subgroup which acts in a local manner on both the original and the holographically projected algebra is the group generated by dilation and lightray translation into the e + direction.
Some more comments are in order. Although the original as well as the projected theory may have a conventional description in terms of pointlike field generators, the reprocessing of degrees of freedom itself (in the presence of interactions) cannot be formulated in terms of field coordinates, but rather needs the concepts of the operator-algebraic approach to QFT. The reason is that these holographic maps involve steps which change the spacetime indexing of operators in such a way that a geometrically localized algebra goes into one with a "fuzzy" localization and vice versa, i.e. a geometric localization in the holographic image may come from a fuzzily localized subalgebra of the original theory [9] . The physical intuitive content (but not the conceptual framework) of the present approch is close to 't Hooft's area-law inspired holography [14] .
Whereas some of the intuitive content of the old lightfront quantization (or p → ∞ frame method) is shared by the recent modular-based algebraic holography, the conceptual framework of the latter is obviously quite different. The aim is to convert the degrees of freedom so that their holographic lightfront projection allows a more kinematical description than the original one (the "kinematization" of degrees of freedom was also one of the motivations for the old lightfront approach). This is achieved by converting dynamical informations of the original theory into properties of automorphisms and more general maps acting on the rather kinematical lightfront-based objects. In this respect the aim is not much different from the standard (equal time) canonical formalism except that the latter is limited to free fields 5 and the old lightcone quantization approach for lightfront fields unfortunately inherits this undesired restriction. [9] .
In order to have an easy geometric visualization we sketch the important step of the modular inclusion method for d=1+2. Let W be the standard x-t wedge and consider the inclusion (Ad denotes the adjoint action)
The modular group σ t of A(W ) is implemented by the W -fixing x-t Lorentz boost Λ x−t (−2πt); it evidently compresses W e+ for t < 0 which is the defining property of a modular inclusion. The relative commutant
Of course one must argue that the nontriviality of the relative commutant is not tied to the existence of a generating field with canonical commutation relations (decreasing Lehmann-Kallen spectral function) and that the relative commutant has a cyclic action on the vacuum. For this we refer to previous works [9] . The upshot is the relation (3) which is the quantum analog of the classical statement that (with the exception of conformally covariant d=1+1 theories) the characteristic lightfront data on the upper (lower) wedge horizon determine the data within the wedge. The gain of using the holographic projection onto the lightfront is that the transversally unresolved lightfront algebra turns out to be a chiral theory with additional automorphisms acting on it. The simplicity of our d=1+2 illustration lies in the fact that the "transversal" symmetries which act as automorphisms of the lightfront algebra are easily recognizable. They consist of the y-translation and the one-dimensional Wigner little group 6 of the lightlike vector e + which acts as a kind of transversal Galilei transformation. The latter plays an important role if one wants to resolve the transversal localization (the modular inclusion method only create a longitudinal net structure on the lightfront) and in this way extend the holographic isomorphism (3) to one which includes the transversal net structure [9] . The only common automorphism which are implemented by spatial diffeomorphisms are the upper lightray translation and the dilation (L-boost on W). Any other automorphism which is implemented by a diffeomorphism in one description becomes "fuzzy" after application of the holographic isomorphism e.g. the chiral rotation is geometric on the lightfront but fuzzy on the d=1+2 theory whereas the opposite lightray translation along e − is fuzzy in the lightfront theory. As a result the lightfront holography is a more radical reprocessing than Rehren's AdS-CQFT isomorphism [11] . For the computation of certain semi-global quantities including the entropy per unit transversal element we do not need the transversal net structure.
Clearly there is nothing in our d=1+2 sketch which has no counterpart in d spacetime dimensions. The transversal transformations in the general case consist of transversal translations and the Wigner little group of e + which is the d-2 dimensional Euclidean group which contains d-2 transversal Galilei transformations. With the help of the latter one can resolve the transversal net structure [9] .
In higher dimensional conformal theories it seems possible to compute the localization-entropy directly from a compact double-cone situation. Since this situation has more similarity to the black hole setting (which is not discussed here), let us briefly look at the corresponding lightcone (instead of lightfront) holography (in d=1+1 the two coalesce). In that case we start instead of a wedge with a unit double cone C 1 centered around the origin and its spacelike complement (we use calligraphic letters for radially symmetric wedges)
. The double-cone C 1 may be represented as as the intersection of the forward lightcone with apex at x 0 = −1, x = 0 with the backward cone with apex x 0 = 1, x = 0. Since it is well-known that in conformal theories the modular objects ∆ it , J for a double-cone localized operator algebra with respect to the vacuum are geometric (i.e. are implemented by diffeomorphism), it is reasonable to start the investigation of localization-entropy for double cones in the conformal context. The double cone is conformally equivalent to a wedge and therefore the modular objects may be obtained by just transforming those for the standard wedge situation with the result [4]
j :
The transformations are the radially symmetric extension of the well-known modular transformations associated with the interval [−1, 1] in a chiral theory on a lightray.
We briefly describe the radial modular inclusion which will be used. The steps are analogous to the construction of the modular inclusion of spacelike wedges. One shifts the above complement (which has is a radial wedge with a radial edge) along its upper lightcone horizon radially outside by a distance a. The so obtained radially symmetric region is the upper causal horizon of a ringlike wedge region with ring-like edge at x + = 1 + a. It is now easy to see that the inclusion of operator algebras
is a modular inclusion since the modular group of A(W 1 ) which is, apart from a change of sign of s the same as that of the double cone (6), a compression of A(W 1+a ) implemented by a compressing (for s < 0) diffeomorphism acting on W 1+a . This is a consequence of the analogy of the radial situation with the well-known modular inclusion property for d=1+1. The associated lightcone translation is
The derivation of the holographic lightcone relations (l.(u.) h.denotes lower (upper) horizon)
is based on the modular inclusion (7) and follows in the same way as in the lightfront case. Again this is the algebraic quantum version of the well-known classical relation about the causal shadow region of characteristic lightcone data (with massless d=1+1 being the only exception).
If we would generate a radially symmetric algebra by averaging over the angle, the result could be described in terms of (localized subalgebras of) ordinary chiral conformal theories e.g.
and both algebras would be members of a net of chiral algebras. However although the modular group is radially symmetric, the actual algebras are not 8 . As in the analog lightfront case we obtain an "extended" transversally unresolved conformal theory on which the transversal transformations (the conformal diffeomorphisms which leaves A(W 1 ) invariant) acts as nontrivial automorphisms. Standard chiral theories resulting from a 2-dim. energy-momentum tensor cannot support such automorphisms and isomorphic maps. We will denote these extended chiral algebras with the superscript ext
As in the lightfront case the additional automorphisms on the lightcone are necessary for the reconstruction of the original net structure from a net on the lightcone i.e. for the existence of a holographic isomorphism which includes the net structure.
The split isomorphism and its implementations
If the chiral algebras appearing on the right hand side of (3) and (10) would be ordinary quantum mechanical algebras (type I von Neumann algebras) with minimal projectors associated with pure states corresponding to best possible measurements, one could at least define the von Neumann entropy 9 per unit tranverse volume, and in case it is finite obtain the desired area law. But unfortunately this is not the case. In fact the non quantum mechanical type of local operator algebra (hyperfinite von Neumann factor of type III 1 ) does not allow any definition of entropy and even does not admit any pure state. It turns out that this very unaccustomed state of affairs is inexorably related to the modular localization aspect as well as the vacuum polarization phenomenon. The vacuum state in local quantum physics is (very different from the "emptyness" of the no-particle state in quantum mechanics) is that of a "master"-state which incorporates the full physical knowledge; even that about superselected charge sectors which are different from the vacuum sector. Fortunately there is a very physical method of passing to a more fuzzy localized algebra (fuzzy only near its horizon boundary) which together with its commutant tensor-factors the original Hilbert space as mentioned in the introduction [6] [4] . The problem is to find a factorizing or "split" vacuum vector η which kills the correlations between the two spacelike separated algebras with the additional collar between them. There is no known constructive method which solves this problem in general (the method in [6] is structural and not constructive). However thanks to the holographic projection on the lightfront or the lightcone onto a simple chiral algebra which has only canonical (halfinteger) scale dimensions, it is possible to compute such an implementing vector η in the projected theory. Since the existence of additional automorphisms on the chiral theory does not increase the degrees of freedom contained in it, we can calculate the split entropy in the chiral theory and interprete it as the entropy density per transversal volume element.
Let us first look at the special case that the chiral theory has a generating field of scale dimension d = 1 2 and the algebra is generated by the even part. The local chiral algebra in such a case on the right hand side of (8) is then generated by the bounded even smeared fields
In the following we will study the split inclusion (which holds in particular for conformal theories which have a finite partition function for the discrete rotational Hamiltonian) i.e. the isomorphism Φ
where in the compact S 1 description of chiral theory the split situation refers to two intervals, one around the origin and one around infinity which are split by a distance determined by a. For a → 0 we approach the interval [−1, 1] and its disjoint.
We are interested in the relation of the original vacuuum Ω to the split vacuum η ′ is related to the canonically preferred η by the following inequality [7] 
where the last line denotes the canonical Bures distance in the convex space of states. Bures distance 2 is a clear indication that the state ω split belongs to an inequivalent folium (its GNS representation defines an inequivalent representation of the chiral algebra).
The main point of this paper is now the proposition that thanks to the simple kinematical structure of the holographic projection, the escape into an inequivalent representation in the limit a → 0 [3] as well as the entanglement of the vacuum and the resulting localization-entropy (and its divergence with shrinking collar size) can be studied quantitatively. By a conformal rotation one can transport the interval [−1, 1] into the semiinfinite interval [0, ∞] which corresponds to our our wedge situation. The entropy per unit transversal are is then
The choice of η ′ and Ω which lend itself to a computable implemetation of Φ is one in which the operators in the different tensor product factors are interpreted as symmetry doublet i.e. ψ 1 = ψ⊗1, ψ 2 = 1⊗ ψ. In that case one can appeal to the SO(2) Noether current [7] formalism and write (r ≥ 1)
Clearly U (f ) = e ij(f ) acting on H⊗H implements the product state (13) for
As expected the state vector η ′ = U (f )(Ω⊗Ω) becomes orthogonal on all vectors in H⊗H. Let us check this for the vacuum Ω⊗Ω = Ω vac
The norm square of the smeared current j(f ) can be explicitly computed from the known current two-point function which in turn can be written as the derivative of the logarithmically infrared-divergent scalar massless two-point function (with the derivative eliminating the divergence); this explains the vanishing of the overlap the second line in (16), i.e. the resulting logarithmic dependence on the collar size a leads to a positive power law for the after exponentiation.
In the same way as the overlap of η ′ with the physical vacuum vanishes for shrinking collar size, the inner product with all basis vectors converges with a power law to zero for a → 0
i.e. the original vacuum becomes a highly entangled state on the split algebra which in the limit a → 0 even leaves the Hilbert space i.e. belongs to an inequivalent representation of the algebra [3] . By tracing out the first tensor factor one obtains a density matrix in the second factor which represents the vacuum as a mixed state on the algebra on the tensor factor A([−1 + a, 1 − a]) which also becomes associated with a different representation in the limit a → 0. This density matrix ρ is associated with a finite entropy
which diverges with shrinking collar size a → 0. Re-interpreted in terms of the lightfront or lightcone algebra this is the entropy per unit transversal surface (on the lightconr case the transversal rotation). Hence the surface density of localization-entropy (which is essentially localized in the collar region) is
Note that we would have arrived at the same area law if we would have taken notice of the fact that the split entanglement of the vacuum can be directly obtained from the modular group of the intermediate type I factor N mentioned in the introduction. But an explicit calculation relying only on the split property without the use of the holographic projection seems to be limited to the interaction-free massless case. We will defer all quantitative calculations of localization-entropy based on holographic projection and split property to a separate paper.
It is interesting to note that the vacuum polarization phenomenon which is the cause for the area law is a purely longitudinal phenomenon. Wheras in the logitudinal x + direction the vacuum state is highly correlated, the behavior in transversal direction is that of an uncorrelated quantum mechanical vacuum [9] .
Taking into account the quasi-universal property of chiral theories obtained by holographic projection as a result of the appearance of only canonical scale dimensions (even though the original theory may have anomalous short distance dimensions!), one would expect that the area law shows this in the form of a universal coefficient. However this coefficient has an unavoidable dependence on the collar size a (which diverges for small a) which is an intrinsic property of the original algebra and should not be blamed on the ultraviolet behavior of one of its generating fields. The crucial question is therefore whether there exist other physical requirements outside the present calculation which could "renormalize" this coefficient in a natural way. We think that this indeed the case in the black hole context. There classical considerations [3] show that the area term is one term in the first law of black hole thermodynamics in which also other terms which depend on global matter properties appear. One would expect that the normalization problem can be solved by studying the renormalization of the other terms in case localization entropy for open systems of local quantum physics in Minkowski space is capable to participate in a thermodynamic basic law. If true this would of course diminish the hope that local quantum physics in black hole surrounding by itself is already the key-hole for the entrance into quantum gravity.
Note that apart from the remark that there are no degrees of freedom being thrown away or cut off, one could view the present modular approach as an extension (in the computational as well as in the conceptual sense) of a previous calculation in [8] with the restriction to a particular field-coordinatization and to nonintetracting matter being lifted.
Concluding remarks
The new aspects of our calculation become most transparent if one compares with the approach of Bombelli et al. [8] . As far as the conservative field theoretic setting is concerned, the calculations have a lot in common. The main difference is that in the present approach no degrees of freedom have been thrown away by cutting off integrals or in any other way. The split inclusion method is a subtle natural method which reprocesses the original situation into one in which the inside/outside causal factorization of degrees of freedom can take place. An important step is to detach the degree of freedom issue from "field coordinatizations" (and their associated short distance properties) and tie it directly to the structure of the restriction of the vacuum to the local algebra. This very step already removes one source through which ultraviolet divergencies appear, namely the short distance properties of the (singular) field-coordinatizations. Without focussing on degrees of freedom by avoiding the latter it would not be possible to consider the vacuum as an entangled state vector with respect to a causal inside/outside division. If one were to overlook the significant structural difference of the spatial box localized operator algebras appearing in QM and their local spacetime counterparts in QFT and attempt to approximate the QFT belonging to a sphere (the equal time base of a symmetric spacetime double cone), the problem would appear in the veil of an ultraviolet divergencies even in case where there is no interaction present. The strength of the present method stems from avoiding any misleading interpretations of QFT as just a "relativistic quantum mechanics" [16] and instead using the radical different nature of the local algebras in local quantum physics with the help of appropriate mathematics. In this way the localization entropy issue and the Hawking-Unruh temperature caused by localization become united a new setting of "thermal aspects of geometric localization". It is an open question whether this setting permits to derive also an analog of the fundamental thermodynamical laws. From such a step which combines the localization entropy with other matter-and symmetry-dependent terms one could perhaps obtain additional clues about a natural value of the size of the vacuum polarization "atmosphere" which in the present setting remains an undetermined parameter. In particular one could study whether this requires the (curved spacetime black hole setting or may contain a message about quantum gravity.
In order to include interacting matter the reprocessing of degrees of freedom by the split property had to be preceded by the even more radical algebraic holographic reprocessing which establishes a bridge to chiral conformal QFT.
The apparent proximity to the field theoretic concepts used by Carlip [15] disappeares under closer scrutiny. Carlip's treatment seems to be restricted to three spactime dimensions where in case of a special classical black hole model one is able to extract the structure of a classical horizontal Witt-Virasoro algebra which then is quantized and subjected to the Cardy formalism (based on the use of the discrete spectrum of the chiral rotation operator). There is another conceptually more significant difference. Although in our approach the Virasoro structure emerges from modular theory (the longitudinal localization structure of wedge-localized algebras is that of chiral theories), this structure still needs the concept of split localization in order to produce a transversal entropy density of local origin. Among the generators of the Moebius group it is the dilation (automorphism of an interval) and the translations (one-sided compression of an interval) which are related to localization and not the rotation. Of course it may very well be that the vacuum entanglement with respect to the split factorization is described by a trace-class operator (the modular generator of the fuzzy double-cone algebra relative to the vacuum) has a spectrum which is similar to that of the rotation generator 10 . In contrast to model-dependent area laws in string theory [17] and tentative identification of topological degrees of freedom in the canonical (ADMextended) approach (for a review see [18] ) to quantum gravity, the present modular holographic-based derivation of an area law for localization entropy is generic. In fact as a consequence of the principle of causality of observables and the concept of localization of states, it is on a similar level of generality as the TCP or spin-statistics law, except that the latter can be seen by standard methods, whereas the area law requires the split factorization combined with a subtle holographic re-processing of degrees of freedom.
It also should be noticed that the present method is solidly conservative i.e. unlike string theory nothing is invented. The only novel aspect is that (different from the also conservative approach in [8] ) it uses implementing concepts which unfolds their power outside the range of validity of canonical or functional integral methods. By saying this, we however do not want to criticise the temporary use of "artistic" methods i.e. methods which lead to correct relations even though the problems are outside of their range of validity. As long as the enigmatic power of such situations is not wasted by getting accustomed (or worse by ritualization/banalization) they are legitimate tools.
The recent attempts [18] to use the canonical structure with the aim to isolate a topological/combinatorial structure (similar to the abstraction of "topological field theory" which incorporates the braid group data from a full d=1+2 QFT into a "Markov trace state" on the braid group algebra, which in turn may serve as a nonperturbative starting point, is a good illustration of an approach which tries to maintain a clear connection with the past and avoids to get lost in the blue yonder.
It is interesting to note that the algebras featuring in the different approches belong to different von Neumann types. Wheras the combinatorial algebras of the "Loop Quantum Gravity" [18] are type II 1 algebras on which every normal state is a trace, the algebras used by Carlip (and presumably also those underlying string theory) are of quantum mechanical type I ∞ with the entropy being related to a trace-class density matrix. Our local hyperfinite type III 1 factors only admit KMS states (no tracial Gibbs states) and it was through the split property that we obtained tracial Gibbs states which describe the split vacuum entanglement [6] .
String theory is able to assign directly (i.e. without split property or other reprocessings of degree of freedoms) the desired Bekenstein value of entropy to some special black hole solutions [17] . This confirms the long standing suspicion that it is outside the locality framework which is the hallmark of QFT. Unfortunately it was not possible to see what principle, if any, in string theory replaces this most important principle of particle physics. The result of some of its model calculations seem to be however sufficiently impressive in order to qualify as enigmatic observations which in the spirit of Bohr (i.e. the way he and his contemporaries treated the Bohr atomic model) should not be treated as a "fait accompli" but as a provocative antinomy to local quantum physics with the hope that its resolution will not only provide new formalism but also new principles 11 .
For somebody who places high hopes in the idea that a quantum analog of the Bekenstein area law for black holes may reveal essential features of the still elusive quantization of Einstein's gravity, the universal area behavior of quantum matter enclosed behind a causally closing horizon may appear somewhat as a disappointment; it may not quite be what he would have liked to see, because it seems too generic for being capable to characterize quantum gravity. This situation resembles the apparently unwanted (at least by string theorist) closeness of the Rehren AdS-CQFT isomorphism theorem, which does not require the presence of quantum gravity 12 , and the Maldacena conjecture which was hailed by string theorist as a characteristic feature of quantum gravity. At this point it is worthwhile to remember that antinomies and contradictions like these were often the seeds of conceptual progress in the past, at least in those cases where sufficient conceptual attention was dedicated to them.
Although the black hole states which are closest to the Minkowski spacerelated Unruh effect are not identical to those which underly the Hawking effect [3] (even though both states share the thermal properties), it is hard to escape the conclusion that the entropy aspects of the Bekenstein Hawking state on quantum matter are preempted by the generic area behavior of modular localization-entropy in local quantum physics. If this observation stands up in future investigations, the message would be that "Quantum Gravity" should belong more to the enigmatic problem encoded in that conceptually opaque region of possible relations between geometry and thermal behavior mediated by modular theory rather than to a quantization sub prima facie of classical general relativity. Although this message may sound pretty wild, recent results on the construction of external and internal symmetries and spacetime geometry from the relative position of operator algebras and in particular the emergence of infinite dimensional fuzzy analogs of diffeomorphism groups (including the Poincaré and conformal diffeomorphisms) from modular inclusions and intersections of algebras point into the same direction [19] [20] [2] .
The usefulness and credibility of alternative attempts in particle physics as string theory or QFT on noncommutative spaces would be strengthened if they could explain the great physical achievements of the past as TCP, Spin and Statistics as well as the time-dependent scattering theory with a crossing symmetric S-matrix with the same naturalness as they are derived in QFT. These properties of standard particle physics, to which one perhaps should add localization-entropy are so inexorably linked to the principles of local quantum physics that they do not need to be backed up by looking at special models.
Acknowledgement: I am indebted to Stefan Hollands and T. Thiemann tion. A good illustration are the carriers of superselected plektonic charges which owe their semiinfinite (Mandelstam) string-like extension to the very fact that the causality principle asks for its most general implementation which in d=1+2 leads to these carriers. Needless to say that my prime interest in AQFT results from my conviction that scientific progress is the continuous unfolding of principles and that their best conceptual/mathematical implementations is of a preliminary and transitory nature. 12 In addition it excludes the possibility of having a Lagrangian QFT with pointlike fields on both ends of the isomorphism. So if one interprets the Maldacena conjecture in terms of a correspondence beetween Lagrangian QFTs there is an outright contradiction [13] [9] .
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